
Culinary stocked 

Our kitchen will spoil you with varied meat, fish, game and vegetarian dishes. 

Enjoy the atmosphere in the ‘Hubertusstüble’ in the ‘Black Forest Room’ and 

the ‘Clock Room’. 

 

 

Pleasure at its best 

With a lot of nature, domestic products, quality and skill, but above all, 

lovingly prepared and served. 

 

Take your time 
Celebrate your menu in our Mediterranean Garden. The sun of Baden invites one to spend 

hours on our garden terrace under the stars. 

With a cool drink and light food you will experience the unique atmosphere of the 

‘Markgräflerland’ in southern Germany.  

Let yourself be tempted. 

 

Dear guests, 

 

the family-run hotel, now run by the 7th generation of our family, is a hotel of tradition with a 

cozy atmosphere and casual friendliness. The history of the Lion Inn began in 1606, when the 

inn was burned down during the Thirty Year War. It was finally completely rebuilt in 1657.  

Over generations the Lion Inn turned into place visited by people from far and wide. 

The town of ‘Heitersheim’ is located in the beautiful ‘Markgräflerland’, at the foot of the 

Black Forest, close to France and Switzerland. An ideal starting point for exploring the 

beautiful landscape of the region. 

The traditional family love for clocks and hunting does not only decorate the premises, but 

creates a lively and pleasant atmosphere. 

We do everything to make our guests feel comfortable and relaxed, simply ‘badisch’. 

 

Welcome 

Your family Meyer 

 

 

Our inn is located in the city center, easily accessible from the motorway A5 and 

Bundesstraße B3 from Freiburg and Basel. Parking spaces and garages are directly at the 

house. 

Our guests by train arrive at the station in Heitersheim on the route Freiburg - Basel. 

 

Gentle Calm 
Our beautiful newly renovated non smoking rooms have been lovingly furnished with a 

selection of warm colours, in order to make you feel good… 

 

 

Enjoy nights and days during you 


